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$1. WTRODUCTION 
THE COXCEPT of microbundles is due to Milnor; the topological case is espounded in [6]; 
the piecewise linear case (which needs more technicalities) in [7]. We abbreviate “piece- 
wise linear” to PL; also, we shall use the term “PL-bundle” to mean PL-microbundle; 
this is justified since Griper and Lashof [4] have shown that any equivalence class of PL- 
microbundles contains a PL-bundle (with fibre euclidean space) unique up to isomorphism. 
The object of this paper is to establish for PL-manifolds and PL-bundles some results 
which are standard for smooth manifolds and vector bundles, in particular the existence of 
normal bundles and a stability theorem for the behaviour of bundles under suspension. 
Our results are complete in the stable range. 
We write PL, for the semi-simplidial group of germs of PL-automorphisms of R”: a 
k-simplex of PL, is the germ of a PL-automorphism of A’ x R” commuting with projection 
on A’, face and degeneracy operators are defined in the obvious way. Write Rnfq = R” x Rq. 
and correspondingly identify PL, as a semi-simplicial subgroup of PL,+,, keeping the 
R-coordinate fixed. We also write PL,+4,q for the subgroup of automorphisms of R”+q 
leaving R” x 0 pointwise fixed : thus PL, c PL, + q.n c PL, + ,, . The quotient space PL,, q/- 
PL” + 9,” is the piecewise-linear Stiefel manifold F’nqCLq,” of [I]. We observe that VI,: = PL,. 
$2. OBSTRUCTION THEORY FOR CONSTRLJCTWG NOR.MAL FL-BUNDLES 
Normal microbundles are defined by Milnor [6, p. 611: the only modification to be 
made in the PL-case is to insist that all maps be PL-maps. Let IV be a Locally fiat PL-sub- 
manifold of M of dimension tr and codimension q. (Clearly, local flatness is a necessary 
preliminary condition for existence of a normal bundle; according to Zeeman [9] it is auto- 
matically satisfied for q 2 3). Then a normal PL-microbundle is determined by a neigh- 
bourhood M, of IV in M and a microbundle v0 . IV c MO --f N. Two such normal bundles 
I’~, v1 are isotopic if there is a normal bundle of IV x I in M x I, v : N x I c M’ -+ N x I, 
everything commuting with projection on Z, such that for i = 0, 1 v](iV x i) = vi x i. 
THEOREM I. There r’s a natural bijectire correspondence between isotopy classes of 
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normal PL-bwdles of IV in !U and homotopj~ classes of secrions of a .~emi-sinrplicial fihre 
bundle orer N uYtil jbre PL,, y.,~PL,, . 
This is proved in two steps. 
(a) Let 511+q be a PL-bundle over a complex K, and r~” a subbundle of r. A direct aunt 
decomposition of T with factor q is a bundle rq and an isomorphism /I: I]” @ 5’ + 7"+‘J such 
that lrlq @ 0 is the natural inclusion. There is an obvious notion of homotopy of such 
decompositions. 
Now suppose q a locally flat subbundle of T (i.e. each fibre is locally flat). Then the 
presence of ‘1 in T determines a reduction of the structural group of T from PL,+B to the 
subgroup, PLb+ 9,n say, of automorphisms of R”“I which leave R” invariant (but not neces- 
sarily pointwise). It is clear that direct sum decompositions of r with factor ~1 correspond 
bijectively to further reductions of the structural group to PL, x PL,. Thus their homotopy 
classes correspond to homotopy classes of sections of the fibre space with fibre PL,:+,JPL, 
x PL, associated to the principal PLL+,.,,-bundle just constructed. 
Now there is an obvious fibration PL,,,,, + PL,:,,,, + PL,, and this inclusion induces 
an isomorphism of PL,+q.,,/PLq on PL:,+,,,,/PL, x PL,. 
(b) If v is a normal bundle of N in bf, then 7N is a locally flat subbundle of T~~,IN and we 
have an isomorphism /? : T,,, @ 1' ---t sib, IN whose homotopy class is well-defined (see Milnor 
[6, Theorem 5.91). 
Conversely, suppose given a direct sum decomposition h : slv @ < -+ 7,/N; let E be 
the total space of 5. Then h induces an isomorphism of s,lN on T,~~N. Now by the main 
theorem of [I] (we need a relative form: see the last three lines of $2 on p. 79), it follows that 
the identity map of N extends to an immersion of E in 1M, unique up to regular homotopy. 
As N is imbedded, so is some neighbourhood, hence we may suppose E imbedded. But 
now N has a normal bundle in E, hence also in kt. 
It is clear that the above two constructions are inverse, so we obtain a bijective corres- 
pondence between isotopy classes of normal microbundles and homotopy classes of direct 
sum decompositions of s,]N with factor T,". The theorem now follows from (a) and (b). 
We observe that most of the above discussion was of a very general nature: in fact it 
all applies to the case of topological manifolds except the crucial use of the Haefliger- 
Poenaru theorem. Without this, we cannot imbed E in M: the microbundles only give a 
germ of imbedding of E x N in N x hf. 
S3. STABILITY THEOREM FOR w(PLn) 
THEOREM 2. We hate zi (PL,+4, PL,) = 0 for i < q. 
The proof of this result will occupy the whole of this section. The crucial steps involve 
the main results of [I ] and of [3]. 
If V and X are PL manifolds (without boundary), we write ImmPL (V, X) for the set 
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of regular homotopy cl~~sses of PL-immersions of k~ in A-, defined as in [I, pp. 75-61. 
Observe that if Yand .Y have the same dimension, no conditions of local flatness appear in 
the definition. If TV denotes the PL tangent bundle of c’, and R(,T1’. TX) the set of homo- 
topy classes of representations of 7b’ in TX, the main theorem of [I] provides a bijection 
lmmYL (V, X) --) R (TV, T-Y) escept in the case where 1. and A’ have the same dimension. 
and V is a closed manifold. (The statement on p. 75 of [I] insists that i: V be nonempty 
when dim Y= dim A’. but this is not necessary for the proof). 
In particular, we have a bijection 
ImmPL(S” x RY. R”“’ ) w R( T(S” x R”), T(R”“‘)) 
or again, since both tangent bundles are trivial, and k’npfLq.n+q = PL,,,, a bijection 
(3.1) ImmPL(S” x R”, R”“)++ n,( PL,,,,) ((1 2 I). 
Next, suppose given a PL-immersion 
fb : S” x R“ --t R”“‘. 
We shall apply the Cairns-Hirsch theorem, in the form given by Hirsch and Mazur in 
[3, Theorem 2.21. This gives us a smoothing I of S”, and a piecewise differentiable (say PD) 
regular homotopyf fc off such that f, : Sz x R” -+ R”j 4 is a smooth immersion. The con- 
cordance class of T* is an element of the group I-“; _/; determines also a framing of the 
normal bundle off,(Sz x 0), from which we obtain a framing of the stable normal bundle. 
We write FlY” for the group whose elements are concordance classes of smoothings of S”, 
together with a framing of the stable normal bundle. 
If f. and go are PL regularly homotopic PL-immersions, and we have chosen (as 
above) PD regular homotopiesf,, g, to smooth jmmersionsf, : S: x Rq + Rn+q, g, : S; x 
Rq -+ R”+q, then we apply the Cairns-Hirsch theorem to the composite PD regular homo- 
topy offi and g, . We obtain a smoothing 7 of S” x I, whose restrictions to S” x 0 and 
S” x 1 are 2 and p, and a smooth immersion 
I7 : (5” x I).. x R”-, R”+” 
which restricts to f, and g, at the two ends. Thus x and p are concordant, so determine the 
same element of I?, andf, and g, induce equivalent framings for this element, and hence 
determine the same element of FT”. Thus we have defined a map 
(3.2) ImmPL(S” x RP, R”“) + Fr”. 
We now observe that Theorem 2 follows from the assertion: (3.2) is surjectice fo/ 
q 2 1 ar7d injectire for q 2 2. Indeed, the natural inclusion PL,+, c PLnfq+, induces the 
map 4%+,) --) Q%+,+, ) which corresponds by (3.1) to multiplying the immersion by 
the identity map of R’. Since this map does not affect our applications of the Cairns- 
Hirsch theorem, it follows that the map obtained by composing (3.1) and (3.2) lies in a 
iHirsch and Mazur speak of imbeddings and isotopies, but their results are also valid for the case of 
immersions, using Proposition 1 of [I]. 





\ /’ \ 
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The assertion above now implies that if q 2 1, r 2 1, the right hand map is bijective, and the 
left hand map (hence also the horizontal map) is surjective for q 2 1 and bijective for 
q 2 2. Thus n,(PL,+,+, , PL,+q) = 0 for q >= 1, which proves the theorem. 
It remains to establish the assertion above. Suppose given a smoothing r of s”, and a 
framing of the stable normal bundle of .Si. Such framings correspond to isomorphisms 
where r denotes the tangent bundle and eN the trivial bundle of rank N. But the stability 
theorem for the orthogonal group shows that any such isomorphism is (up to homotopy) 
the direct sum of an isomorphism s(S:) @ E? -+ E"+' with the identity on E”-‘. By the main 
theorem of Hirsch [2], we obtain a corresponding smooth framed immersionf, : .S; x R 
--) R”+i. This is a PD immersion of s” x R, hence (by the arguments of Whitehead [g]) 
there is a PD regular homotopy of it to a PL immersion& : s” x R -+ R”+‘. 
It is clear, since we have just reversed the preceding construction, that the regular 
homotopy class off0 induces the chosen element of FT”. Hence (3.2) is surjective for q = 1, 
and a fortiori for q > 1. 
Finally, suppose the PL immersions fO , go : s” x R4 -+ Rn+q give rise to the same ele- 
ment of FT”. Then we have PD regular homotopies off0 , go to smooth immersions f, : S; 
x R4 -+ R”+q and gi : ,S; x Rq -+ Rn+q, a concordance y of CL and /I, and a framing of the 
stable normal bundle of (s” x Z), whose restrictions to the ends are (up to homotopy) the 
framings induced by fi and gi, Again by the stability properties of the orthogonal group, 
if q 2 2 we can find an isomorphism r(Y x I),, @ .sq -+ E”+~+’ inducing the given isomor- 
phisms on the two ends. Now by the relative form of Hirsch’s theorem, fl and gi extend to 
an immersion h : (9’ x Z), x Rq -+ Z x Rn+q. Unfortunately, h need not commute with 
projection on I. Here we use the main result of [3a], which implies that y is concordant 
(rel S” x 0) to a product smoothing, and [3a, 4.11 to deduce that there is a diffeomor- 
phism of (S” x Z)., on SI x Z which is the identity on S” x 0, and orientation-preserving, 
hence PD-isotopic to the identity, on S” x 1. Thus we can alter the PD homotopy gr, and 
assume that (S” x I)., = Sl x I. Now the representations of T (.Si) in cni4 induced by fi 
and g1 are stably homotopic, hence (by the stability theorem for the orthogonal group, 
since q 2 2) homotopic, so according to [2], fi and g1 are regularly homotopic as smooth 
imbeddings. Triangulating again, we obtain a regular homotopy off0 to go. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
A straightforward application of standard obstruction theory now yields 
COROLLARY. If K is a polyhedron of dimension k, any PL-bundle orer K of rank r > tk 
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is the direct sum of a rririal bundle of dimension (r - k) ami a bundle ofrad k. T1c.0 bundles 
of rank r > k rl,hich are stabl!, equiraletlt are equir.alenr. ln parricdar, an!’ bundle has an 
inrerse bundle of rauk A-. 
Remark. The proof of the theorem also characterises the kernel of the epimorphism 
%PL”T I + fT” (or TC,,PL,+~). We obtain those elements which, when smoothed, give 
immersions .S: x R -+ R”+’ such that 2 is concordant to the standard smoothing (i.e. we 
may suppose r standard) and the immersion is stably trivial. Using Hirsch’s classification 
of smooth immersions, we see this set corresponds to Ker (;r,SO,+, -+ rr,,.S0,c2), which 
bus maps onto Ker (~i,fL,+, + K,PL,,~). 
A detailed formulation is complicated by the fact that SO, does not appear naturally 
as a subgroup of PL,: it is necessary to use the spaces PD, of Lashof-Rothenberg [5] as 
intermediaries. 
$4. EXISTENCE A-\ND UNIQCESESS OF PL i%ORRIAL BUNDLES IN THE STABLE RANGE 
THEOREM 3. ni( Vff,“,,,) = Ofor i < q. 
Proof. Any element of the homotopy group can be represented by a PL imbedding 
1‘: S’ x R” + S’ x R”+q over the identity map of S’. We can certainly extend this to a 
PL map F: D”’ x R” --t D”’ x Rnfq over the identity of Die’. We now move F into 
general position, following the ideas of [IO, Chapter 61: it turns out that the requirement 
that F commute with projections on D”’ can be preserved through this. Thus we may 
suppose, first, that the branch locus B of F has dimension z(i + u - q), and secondly that 
the intersection of 8 with D’+’ x 0 has dimension ,<(i -q). 
Now if i < q, this asserts that B does not meet Dif ’ x 0, hence that F is an immersion 
in a neighbourhood of D’+’ x 0. But F imbeds D”’ x 0 (since it commutes with projec- 
tion), hence it also imbeds some neighbourhood. Since we can restrict to germs, it follows 
that the chosen element of the homotopy group vanishes. 
COROLLARY 4.1. For i < q - 1, xi(PL,+,,, , PL,) = 0. 
This follows from Theorems 2 and 3, and the exact homotopy sequence of the triple 
PL, = PL”,,,” = PL,,,,. 
Applying the corollary to Theorem 1, we obtain 
THEOREM 4. Let N” c Wfq be a PL-submamfold. Then if II < q, there is a normal 
microbundle; if n < q - I, it is unique up to isotopJ*. 
Kuiper and Lashof [4] have shown that PL, is homotopy equivalent to the semi- 
simplicial group PA,, of PL-homeomorphisms of S4 keeping a base point fixed. Write 
17A, for the semi-simplicial group of PL-homeomorphisms of D4. Since (by the ‘Alexander 
trick’, see [4]), thz group of PL-homeomorphisms of D4 keeping the boundary fixed is 
contractible, II/I, can be thought of as homeomorphisms of S4-‘. Hence, up to homotopy, 
there is a fibration PA,_ L --f nh, -P .Sq-‘. 
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Now consider the triple PL,_, + IIA, --* PL, (the commutativity of the relevant 
diagrams has been checked by M. W. Hirsch (“On nonlinear cell bundles,” mimeographed, 
Cambridge University, 1964). We have xi (PL,, PL,_,) = 0 for i < q - 1 and rri_r (JIL,, 
PL,_,) = 0 for i 5 q - 1. Hence xi (PL,, I-IL,) = 0 for i < q - I. Now since reducing the 
group of a microbundle from PL, to l-IL, corresponds to finding an imbedded bundle with 
fibre a disc (see [4]), we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let W’ c Mnfq be a PL-submanifolrl. If n < q, there is a normal disc 
bundle; if n < q - 1, it is unique up to isotopy. 
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